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Occult ritual thread. Final chapter. Atto XV

Most humans do not realize how incredibly dense and difficult this reality is. It's a

place to come to learn soul lessons and it's not a walk in the park, only the

toughest souls come here, the old ones, to learn the hardest lessons.

The practitioners reflect our thoughts back to us, we create our personal and collective reality either by letting the EL ite

system decide for us, or we decide as sovereign beings what we want to create. The Matrix is our level of consciousness.
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The Matrix /prison is our level of consciousness about the world we live in, and this has been reduced to almost nothing.■ At

the beginning of the current cycle (1850-1900 scaligerian chronology), the control Cabal decided to convince us of our

loneliness and insignificance

According to the theory of J. Vallée, there is a control system,” a kind of mythological thermostat on this reality designed to

adjust and control the belief systems of entire cultures over immense expanses of times. This control system “acts upon

human consciousness,



preventing it from going beyond certain limits.

A cosmic Puppet Master, a “manufacturer of unavoidable events,”who pulls the strings of history from above and prevents

us from developing our own psychic potentials. The religious doctrines and mythologies of the human imagination



are the main object of control and adjustment here. Simply put, we are being manipulated by our own belief systems, which

are in turn being implanted, influenced, and guided by entities well outside our conscious selves. The lnature of these

entities has been a matter of debate



amongst scholars, are they the Archons of Gnosticism, demons or the Asuras of vedic tradition? What matters is that they

exist and like their countermimicry and were able to perceive them often in our infancy but were told the same lie as with

dreams (subject of a future thread)



it's not "real." We lock ourselves into this scientism/materialism box and stay there because society demands it if we want to 

belong and share in the Illusion of freedom. 

"Welcome my son



Welcome to the machine 

What did you dream? 

It’s alright, we told you what to dream."

So the question is: are you going to remain in the Machine, maybe even become part of it or are you willing to fight your way

out of your prison? The path is there waiting for you, your own ladder. Will you take the first step?

If you are ready I will be at your side to guide you



To be continued. Good night and blessings, to help you discern your way.
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